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BOOK REVIEWS

Contact Lenses. By T. E. OBiuG and P. L. SALVATORI. Third edition, 1957. Pp. 780,
197 figs, bibl. Obrig Lab. Inc., New York. ($15; £6. 15s.)

This book sets out "to teach the fitting of contact lenses to ophthalmologists, opto-
metrists, and opticians". Chapters on the optics of contact lenses, plastics, technique of
making moulds of the living human eye, the fitting of moulded plastic contact lenses.
the "Lacrilens contact lens", and XII, XIII, and XIV on Corneal contact lenses, some
250 pages in all, contain sound practical information.

In the first 170 pages "Anatomy" is well done; "Biochemical and Physiological Data"
contains several pages of Tables which make little contribution to the purpose of the book;
a long section on "Ophthalmology of Contact Lenses" is a compilation of ophthalmology,
pathology, sociology, and psychology. The early part of the book is copied slavishly
from the 1942 edition; it is unbalanced, often misleading, and much of it inevitably out
of date. As examples, we may cite "Diseases of the Retina, Retinitis Pigmentosa" to
which no less than two and a half pages of text is devoted in order to mention two indivi-
dual patients with this condition who have been successfully fitted with contact lenses.
Both were high myopes and one had corneal scarring in addition. Some sound informa-
tion under the heading "Vocational Uses" is marred by special pleading, some of it
dangerous. Thus, under "Aviators" "The safety of contact lenses in aviation is without
question". In fact the hazard that contact lenses will become intolerable or that vision
may become obscured during flight, is very real. The matter is, however, clinched by the
statement: "a German military aviator was reported as shot out of his plane. When he
landed, practically every bone in his body was broken, but his contact lenses were intact".
They may very well have cost him his life. Careless substitution of "We" for "The
Author" now that Salvatori has joined Obrig in the authorship seems to contradict claims
to originality previously made by Obrig in several instances, notably on page 185. This
should be put right.
As indicated, the heart of the book lies between pages 175 and 400 approximately.

Almost all of this is sound and well worth reading, .presenting the detailed work of
fitting and moulding, the optics of the problem, and the approach to the patient, com-
petently and, for the most part, unexceptionably. It is, however, almost all rule of thumb
and no underlying principles have been evolved.
Beyond this we have no less than 305 pages devoted to a detailed reprint in English of

perhaps all the contact lens Patents that have been registered. The authors suggest that
the printing of this vast amount of material will enable the reader to trace the develop-
ment of contact lenses from the beginning to the present time. As 45 pages have already
been devoted to the history of contact lenses this seems unreasonable.
The bibliography of 28 pages of small print is exhaustive. A selected bibliography of

formative contributions would be of more value to the prospective contact lens fitter.
The Index is adequate: like the reviewer, it gives up at page 429.

Perhaps the clue to the strangeness of this book to an English reviewer is to be found
in the fact that it is compiled by a manufacturing organization chiefly concerned to present
its products to prospective users in America. In the U.S.A. the eye may not be rendered
anaesthetic except by a physieian or in his presence. Throughout the book it is assumed
that a physician will have advised upon the wisdom of supplying a contact lens, and will
be present when a mould is taken or an anaesthetic is used. A great deal of the informa-
tion which seems unbalanced may therefore be designed to put the American fitter into
the medical picture and not to teach him ophthalmology. The authors, throughout the
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book, are careful to indicate the complications of contact lens fitting, particularly with
regard to corneal lenses. As a rule their claims are fair and the patients' interests are
protected.

Contact Lens Routine and Practice. By NORMAN BIER. Second edition, 1957. Pp. 264,
177 figs. Butterworth, London. (50s.)

This second edition is handsomely printed. The illustrations, both photographs and
line drawings, are excellent and clearly related to the text.
The routine and practice whereby the wide range of contact lenses (both the full-sized

type and the various corneal types now available) may be fitted are described in detail.
This is all sound practical material, well organized in its presentation, clear in its intention,
and competent in its practical methods. If it is wished to fit all the lenses described, then
this book is an excellent guide to doing so but it is a pity that the book is so lacking in
clearly stated preference. By now the author must have reduced his choice to only a
few and this for sound practical reasons. This lack of direction may be related to the
author's wish not to name manufacturers or to appear to favour one product above
another, but it may be argued that such informed guidance is a primary necessity in a
book of this kind. This catholicism leads the author to list some two hundred trial
lenses to cover the various approaches described-this could probably be reduced to a
quarter were a recommended procedure defined, eliminating the dead wood.

In only one matter does the reviewer seriously disagree with this book. This is with
regard to the routine use of a "tolerance trial". The author fits approximate lenses out
of stock-necessarily without adequate optical correction-and sends the patient out
with them for 3 hours. The results to be obtained with competently fitted contact lenses
as opposed to any stock approximation are so incomparably better in most cases that
this experience, so far as the patient is concerned, can only be misleading. The necessity
for such a patient, to remain within immediate call of the fitter should discomfort or
veiling develop is not mentioned-indeed it is stated that these patients have usually
developed veiling by the time they return. This procedure seems to be a strange survival
from the bad old days of "ready-made" fittings. It might be defended as a means of
selecting those patients of whom it may be said "if they will put up with that they will
put up with anything", but this can hardly be the intention.
Conceding its excellence as a guide to the fitting of almost all the contact lenses on the

market at the present time, the reader must often be dismayed at the vast amount of
technical minutiae described. Indeed there must be very few people who could read this
book through with real practical comprehension. At this point we join issue with both
the author and with the foreword written by F. A. Williamson-Noble in which it is
claimed: "It [the book] will become a classic and the principles he lays down will remain
valid for as long as contact lenses continue to be fitted. As he [the author] himself says,
although minor improvements will no doubt be discovered, the fundamental principles
of technique have now been established". The reviewer would suggest that this is
exactly what this book does not accomplish. It does not define any unifying theory, and
without such a theory no final principles can be enunciated. The book is a manual of
contact lens routine and practice and as such it is very good indeed.

Applied Physiology of the Eye. By H. WILLOUGHBY LYLE and T. KEITH LYLE. 1958.
Pp. viii + 342, 32 figs. Bailliere, Tindall and Cox, London. (45s.)

From every page of this book there emerges the personality of H. Willoughby Lyle and
most of them conjure up a picture of him revelling in acting as an examiner. The subject
was Lyle's specialty-the physiology of the eye in its widest clinical applications; and
these applications are indeed wide, covering as they do most of ophthalmology and much
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of general medicine. Here we have everything-or almost everything-we have to know
of the anatomy and physiology of the eye and many of its abnormalities and diseases,
with a pronounced emphasis on ophthalmo-neurology. That all this learning should be
compressed within so small a compass seems extraordinary; and, as needs must be, much
of the information is simplified and much of the teaching so dogmatic as to verge upon
the dangerous. We should all sigh with relief if the whole story of the congestive type
of primary glaucoma were encompassed within an " ocular hypertension of thalamic and
hypothalamic origin, the result of increased functioning of the parasympathetic centre in
the more central portion of the hypothalamus near the tuber cinereum and of the para-
sympathetic nerves ". It may be so; but who knows ? As a help, however, to the student
to pass his post-graduate examination in ophthalmology, the book-cannot be surpassed
in present-day literature; the examinee who satisfied Willoughby Lyle was either good or
unusually fortunate; but it is to be hoped that having passed he will not imagine that
he knows all that is in ophthalmology.
The manuscript was written before the senior author's death in 1956, essentially by

himself, but with the help of his son; and since that date the latter has corrected it, brought
it up to date, and seen it through the press.

Axenfeld'sText-book and Atlas ofOphthalmology. 10th edition, 1958, edited by HERMANN
SERR. Pp. 786, 685 text figures, 12 col. pl. Fischer, Jena. (64.50 D.M.).

Axenfeld's standard text-book has long been known as one of the best advanced
handbooks in ophthalmology. The tenth edition has now appeared under the general
editorship of Hermann Serr (Heidelberg), the various chapters being contributed by this
author and a team of fourteen of the best-known ophthalmologists in Germany. Com-
prehensive in its scope, lavish in its detail, and beautifully produced and illustrated, the
volume is representative of the best in German ophthalmology and provides an excellent
handbook for the senior student.

MESSAGE OF THANKS

I am claiming the privilege of the hospitality of this Journal for a personal message to
many of my friends and colleagues.
On my 60th birthday I received a Birthday Book which is so extraordinary that it is quite

out of this world, containing messages from ophthalmological and medical bodies, from
practically every country in the world, as well as delightful messages from many individuals.
To thank the latter individually is a pleasure; to thank the official bodies is easy and an
equal pleasure; but to thank all those from the various Societies who have done me the
great personal honour of signing the pages of the book is an impossible task, for they are
numbered in thousands. Words are a very imperfect medium for expressing the thoughts
which I feel, and I hope that those who showed me so much kindness will accept my thanks
through this letter.

STEWART DUKE-ELDER.
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